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About This Game

Show off your mad Awesome Obstacle Challenge skills in a VR-ONLY race to the finish. Run, climb, and leap your way
through dozens of obstacle courses to see if you can finish on top of the global charts. Climb walls, nets, and ropes. Traverse

high canyons. Tiptoe across balance beams. True champions will encounter lasers, fires and more! Prove yourself and take the
Awesome Obstacle Challenge!
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The original trilogy was epic and this one is like meh.

I didn't get attached to my character or any others one. JK annoy me as hell. Relationship are boring. It's all about political stuff
like we don't have enough irl. I just want my heroe to be cool, win that stuff, get the muny and go home. Slugger.

Happy to see my last character and black magic, tough.

I will buy the next games hoping and crossing my fingers it will be much more better.. steamhappy:. Bowling game with weird
power-ups. Instead of making bowling more interesting it did the opposite for me. I found it rather boring. The rare times you
going to play a bowling game you are better of playing Wii Sports Bowling.. In to the war!

Well the name is terrific the Logo is Awesome but the game is♥♥♥♥♥♥
The game is dead and the server's too.
Poor optimization.

Couldn't even get in the damn game (online).

1/10

w8 Uninstalling work's fine though.. THIS IS SUCH A BEAUTIFUL WORLD AND FUN STORY TO GO THROUGH, THE
PUZZLES ARE AWESOME. If you didn’t like the controls of the original Cobalt but did like the aesthetics, this is just for
you.. If you like rythm game,this is so far the best game ever made. Good times with your friends. Bring on all the meta
knowledge!. Great to pass the time.. Serious Sam games have always been insanely fun and addicting with fast-paced first
person gameplay, so you'd think making a 2D sidescroller would take some of that away, right?
WRONG. YOU COULDN'T BE MORE WRONG.
THIS GAME HAS EVERY BIT OF SERIOUS SAM GOODNESS AS EVERY OTHER GAME IN THE SERIES.
IF YOU THOUGHT YOU WERE SERIOUS BEFORE, TRY STACKING 4 SHOTGUNS AT ONCE AND SEE IF YOU
CAN HANDLE THESE LEVELS OF SERIOUSNESS.
AND FOR ONLY 99 CENTS ON SALE? YOU MIGHT BE ASKING YOURSELF "A GAME THEY SAY IS THIS GOOD
CAN'T BE THIS CHEAP, ARE THEY SERIOUS?" YOU BET WE ARE, MOTHER ♥♥♥♥ER.
YOU NEED THIS GAME.
SERIOUSLY.
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No MIDI support?. Game stucks you in a Bug every 20 min where only Alt + F4 works. Not a bad game, as hidden object
games go, with reasonably chalenging puzzles. Graphics are good, although the accuracy of the cursor is somewhat akin to using
a sledge hammer on tin tacks. reasonable game length at around 3 hours.

The voice acting leaves a lot to be desired. The lead character sounds like a drunk, stoned, C list porn actress of uncertain origin
and the secretary is a Cockney bimbo who would struggle to count past 10.

Worth playing if you like this sort of thing, but not at full price

78\/100

Replay value = almost none, the puzzles remain the same. Classic Trinity outfit like the corpse found in the 2013 reboot. Luger
pistol. Pretty neat.

I'd like to be able to interact with rebels while wearing the native style outfits, though. That'd be nice.. dont do this in real life
youll go to jail trust me. More or less a hack and slach. Filled with bugs. Somewhere online there is a guide to walk you through
patching the armor missing textures.

Over all review: Game is a Hack and Slash. I would pay around 2$ to play this.. Beyond TERRIBLE let me tell you !
Actual headshot would be relief compared to playing this.

  SS : -60 / +100. Does not work anymore since I upgraded my phone to Lollipop.
There is an error message dialog with no text and then it closes.. Fun, addictive retro breakout game.
Powerups and speed-control mechanics add alot of variety to the gameplay.. I mean, it's Strong Bad. What's not to like?

Just like the last episode, it's all point and click, in this episode you stick it to the man and set stuff on fire.
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